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Abstract: In this work, we report about a recently developed framework for capturing, statistically
modeling and analyzing the evolution of software models, published in [Ya16]. The framework
captures the changes between revisions of models in terms of both low-level (internal) and high-level
(developer-visible) edit operations applied between revisions. Evolution is modeled statistically by
using ARMA, GARCH and mixed ARMA-GARCH time series models. Forecasting and simulation
aspects of these time series models are thoroughly assessed, and the suitability of the framework is
shown by applying it to a large set of design models of real Java systems. A main motivation for, and
application of, the resulting statistical models is to control the generation of realistic model histories
which are intended to be used for testing model versioning tools. Further usages of the statistical
models include various forecasting and simulation tasks.
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Summary
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) strongly depends on comprehensive, high-quality tool
support. MDE tool suites should ofer not only basic services such as editing, checking
and translation of models, but also support team collaboration and project management by
services for model versioning and history analysis. This paper concentrates on the latter
group of services, which includes services for comparing, merging, and patching models
and for analyzing model histories, e.g. in order to assess the past development process or to
forecast the future amount of changes. A common substantial problem in this context is
the shortage or the complete lack of adequate test models for evaluating novel solutions.
One way out of this problem is to generate realistic model histories, which leads back to the
problem to understand how models evolve and to express the evolution, e.g. using statistical
methods. However, less is known about how models of software systems evolve over time
and which statistical model can describe their evolution.

This paper makes two main contributions: (1) A methodological framework for capturing,
statistically modeling, forecasting and simulating the evolution of software models within
a project. Such statistical models, forecasts and simulations can be used for a variety of
purposes, including forecasting of the amount of changes in the next releases of the system
and software cost/efort estimation methods [JS07]. (2) A test model generator which is able
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to produce artiĄcial histories of model revisions which ĎbehaveŞ as speciĄed by a statistical
model. These artiĄcial model histories are intended to be used as benchmarks for various
model versioning tools [PYK11; PYK12].

State-of-the-art approaches to understand the evolution of models of software systems are
based on software metrics and similar static properties; the extent of the changes between
revisions of a software system is expressed as diferences of metrics values, and further
statistical analyses are based on these diferences (see, e.g. [VSN07]). Unfortunately, such
approaches do not properly reĆect the dynamic nature of changes. In contrast to this, our
methodological framework assumes changes to be expressed structurally by means of
edit operations which modify the abstract syntax graph (ASG) of a model. We support
two levels of abstraction of edit operations, namely Ďlow-levelŞ graph editing operations,
which include creations and deletions of nodes and edges in an ASG, and Ďuser-levelŞ edit
operations, which are ofered by modern model editors and which typically comprise many
ASG changes. At both levels of abstraction, we were able to statistically model the evolution
of design models of real world Java projects using two kinds of time series models: ARMA
and mixed ARMA-GARCH models. We Ąnally addressed the non-trivial problem of how to
simulate the evolution in the artiĄcially generated test models and how to generate more
statistically realistic histories of test models. In this regard, we used our simulated time series
sequences to conĄgure our model generator. The simulated sequences were interpreted as
sizes of model diferences which were applied between subsequent revisions of models
in the history. The inclined readers will Ąnd more information about other mathematical
properties of modelsŠ evolution in [Ya13]. A more detailed work in presented in [Ya15].
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